
EC155c: Problem set #1  
Due on Friday, October 2 by 5:00 PM at Professor Isham’s office  
(118 South Main Street, green house below the library) 

1. On Friday, September 18, you saw a lecture on campus on the theme of 
inequality in the 21st century. What did that lecture teach you about the 
tradeoff, discussed in the first pages of our textbook, between efficiency and 
equality? Was the speaker offering positive or normative statements about 
inequality? Based on what you heard, what might be a cost-effective first 
step to address inequality in the USA or elsewhere? 
 

2. Go to the Middlebury Farmer’s market in the Marble Works on Saturday, 
September 26 or Wednesday, September 30, from 9:00AM – 12:30PM. 
Explore the market and then identify a food product there that you like. Take 
a picture of the product, speak to the producer, find out what the price of the 
product is, and then answer these four questions: 
 

A. What do you think are the major determinants of the price of this 
good? 

B. How is the price of the good likely to change from May to October, if 
at all? Why? 

C. What are the barriers to greater sales of this good, if any, in 
Middlebury? In Central Vermont? In the United States? Globally?  

D. If you had access to $5,000 in capital and could partner with this 
producer, how would you help her/him to increase her/sales (if at all)?  
 

3. Emily Nunez '12 has started a new company called Sword and Plough.  Take 
a look at the following two videos about her company: 

• http://www.today.com/video/today/55998300#55998300 
• http://on.aol.com/video/funded--sword-and-plough-517988020 

Based on what you read about S&P and see in these two videos, show - 
using the PPF model - what happens to the production possibilities, if 
anything, for the ‘Signature Tote’ and the ‘Dopp Kit’ when: 
 

A. The Nunez sisters change to more modern production equipment 
B. They decide to increase the wages of their sewers 
C. There is an increase in demand for their products based on the airing 

of the Today Show (this happened, big time!) 
D. Is this PPF likely to be very concave? Why or why not? 

 
 



4. Suppose that you receive this labor productivity data for airplane and 
bulldozer productivity from Brazil and Mexico 

                    Bulldozers                Airplanes 

Mexico        3 days per unit        12 days per unit 
Brazil           2 days per unit        10 days per unit 

A. What is the opportunity cost to Mexico of producing a bulldozer? 
B. What is the opportunity cost to Mexico of producing an airplane? 
C. What is the opportunity cost to Brazil of producing a bulldozer? 
D. What is the opportunity cost to Brazil of producing an airplane? 
E. Which country has the absolute advantage in the production of 

bulldozers? 
F. Which country has the absolute advantage in the production of airplanes? 
G. Which country has the comparative advantage in the production of 

bulldozers? 
H. Which country has the comparative advantage in the production of 

airplanes? 
I. Which of the following trade offers would be acceptable to both Mexico 

and Brazil, and why? 
 

i. 1 airplane = 6 bulldozers 
ii. 1 bulldozer = 0.33 airplanes 
iii. 1 airplane = 4.5 bulldozers 

 
5. State whether the following pairs of goods are complements or 

substitutes. (If you think a pair is ambiguous in this respect, explain why.) 
 
A. Tennis courts and squash courts 
B. Squash racquets and squash balls 
C. Ice cream and chocolate 
D. Cloth diapers and paper diapers 

 
6. What will happen to the equilibrium price and quantity of potatoes if 

population increases and a new, higher yielding variety of potato plant is 
developed?  Explain your answer and plot the relevant supply and demand 
curves. 
 

  



 

7. Your given the following demand and supply tables 
 
P                 D1              D2           D3 
$37             20                 4              8 
$47             15                 2              7 
$57             10                 0              6 
$67               5                 0              5 
 
P                 S1              S2           S3 
$37               0                 4            14 
$47               0                 8            16 
$57             10               12            18 
$67             10               16            20 
 
A.  Draw the market demand and supply curves 
B.  What is the excess supply/demand at price $37?  Price $67? 
C.  Label the equilibrium price and quantity 
 


